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Abstract. The spectral theory of the infinitesimal generator of an arbitrary

one-parameter group of isometries on Hp of the torus, 1 < p < oo, p # 2,

is considered. In particular, the spectrum of the generator is determined.

0. Introduction. The space Hp (1 < p < +co) of the torus C2 is defined (see

[8]) as the subspace of complex LP(C2) consisting of those functions whose

double Fourier coefficients vanish on the complement of P, where P is the

"positive set" in the character group of C2, P = {(m,n): « > 0} U {(m,0): m

> 0}. Throughout what follows we shall use (z,w) (z = e'9,w = e'*) to

denote the general point of C2, Zp denotes the closure in LP(C2) of the

polynomials in z, and we identify Zp with Hp(d9/2ir).

The strongly continuous one-parameter groups [Tt] of isometries on

HP(C ), 1 < p < co,p # 2, were described in [3]. The present paper is

devoted to the spectral analysis of their infinitesimal generators, and thereby

completes the investigation initiated in [3].

It is known that {7^} leaves Zp invariant (see (1.1) below), and so the study

of {Tt} and its infinitesimal generator A naturally splits into two cases

according to whether [Tt\Zp) has a bounded generator (§1) or an unbounded

generator (§2). In the former case there are a real constant p and a real-valued

measurable function 8(f) on the circle C such that

(0.1) (Ttf)(z,w) - eip'f(z,eiS{z),w)   for/ E HP(C2).

As shown in §1, in this case the spectrum of A, A(A), is the closure of the set

;{p + L£L0« [ess. range (5)]}. The dependence on 8(f) of the fine structure of

A(A) is examined in the process.

When {Tt\Zp} has an unbounded generator, it is shown in [3, Theorems

(2.22) and 2.24)] (by cocycle methods reminiscent of [6, Lecture V]) that there
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are real constants p and 5 (with p unique), a unique nontrivial one-parameter

group {<£,} of Möbius transformations of the disc D, and a unimodular

measurable function w(-) on C such that

(Ttf)(z,w) = ^{^,PS^t(z)^u^M)W>l

for/ G HP(C2).

The properties of the group {Tt) depend on the nature of the set S of common

fixed points, in the extended plane, of the group {<>,}. The set S is known to

be: (i) a doubleton set of symmetric points with respect to C, (ii) a singleton

subset of C, or (iii) a doubleton subset of C (see [2]), and correspondingly, we

shall say that {<?>,} is of type (i), (ii), or (iii). If {§t} is of type (ii) or (iii), we show

in Theorem (2.1) that A(A) is the imaginary axis. If {</>,} is of type (i), we show

in Theorem (2.2) that A(A) is either a bilateral arithmetic progression of pure-

imaginary numbers, or the whole imaginary axis.

The following notation will be used throughout. The symbols Z, Z+, R, and

C will denote, respectively, the set of all integers, the set of nonnegative

integers, the real line, and the complex plane. Normalized Lebesgue measure

on C (resp., on C2) will be symbolized by p (resp., p).

The authors are indebted to Professor Robert P. Kaufman for valuable

comments and suggestions.

1. Spectral analysis when {Tt\Zp} has a bounded generator. For convenience

we record here the following theorem of Lai and Merrill [8]:

Theorem. If T is a linear isometry of HP(C2) onto HP(C2) (1 < p < oo,p

#2), then there are a E C, a Möbius transformation of the disc <j>, and a

measurable function a: C -> C such that for all f G HP(C2):

(1.1) (Tf)(z,w) = aW(z)}X/pf(<b(z),a(z)w).

On the other hand, if \ < p < oo, and a, <f>, and a are as above, the right-hand

side 0/(1.1) defines a linear isometry of HP(C2) onto HP(C ).

For 1 < p < oo, let % be the set of all strongly continuous one-parameter

groups [Tt] of isometries of HP(C2) such that {Tt\Zp} has a bounded

infinitesimal generator (if p = 2, we further require that each 7Jhave the form

(1.1)). The following theorem describes %p [3, Theorem (1.5)].

(1.2) Theorem. Let{Tt) E%p, 1 < p < oo. Then there are a real constant p

and a real-valued measurable function 8(-) on C such that

(1.3) (2;/)(z,w) = eip'f(z,eiS{z)tw)   fort ER, fE HP(C2).

Conversely, for any such p and §(•), (1.3) defines a group (Tt) E %p.
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Remark. It is easy to see that for the group {Tt} given by (1.3), p is uniquely

determined, and S(-) is uniquely determined up to equality almost everywhere.

We also have the following description of the infinitesimal generator [3,

Theorem (1.7)].

(1.4) Theorem. For 1 < p < oo, let {Tt} in %p have the form (1.3), and let A

be the infinitesimal generator of {Tt}. Then the domain of A, ^¡(A), consists of

those functions f E Hp(C2)for which there is a g E HP(C ) so that for almost

all z the following hold:

(i) 8(z) = 0 implies g(z,w) = 0 for almost all w;

(ii) 8(z) + 0 implies that there is a (necessarily unique) function Fz on C such

that Fz(e'^) is absolutely continuous for 0 < \p < 2tt,/(z,h') = Fz(w)for almost

all w, and

g(z,e¡*) = 8(z)^(Fz(e¡*))

for almost all \p. If f belongs to6!) (A) and g is as above, then

Af=ipf+g.

In order to describe the spectrum of A we shall need the following standard

notion.

Definition. If (X,v) is a measure space, v > 0, and A: X -* R is a v-

measurable function, the v-essential range of A (abbreviated p-ess. range (A)) is

the set of all x E R such that for each open neighborhood N of x,
v(h~x(N))>0.

We now turn our attention to proving the following theorem.

(1.5) Theorem. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of a group {T,} in

% , 1 < p < oo, and let 8 and p be as in (1.3). 77je« the spectrum of A is the

closure of the set i{p + U^LQn[fi-ess. range (8)]).

Theorem (1.5) will follow from a succession of results established below,

which also provide information about the fine structure of A(A).

Since a change in p only translates the generator and its spectrum, we shall

for convenience study the group {S,} given by

(V)(z,w)=/(z,e'fi«V).

In order to avoid interruption of the flow of ideas later on, we now

introduce some terminology and state some convenient facts whose simple

proofs will be omitted.

Definition. Let v be the product measure on Z+ x C, where Z+ is endowed

with discrete measure and C has Lebesgue measure p. Let A: Z+ x C -» R be
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the function defined by à(n, z) <-> n8(z). Denote by S the y-essential range of A.

(1.6) For each X G R, X G S if and only if for each e > 0, there are nt E Z+

and MeQC such that p(M£) > 0 and \X- nE8(z)\ < e for z E Mt. (In

particular 0 G S.)

(1.7) S is the closure of U£L0«[p-ew. range (8)].

(1.8) For each X G R, X is an accumulation point of S if and only if for each

e > 0, there are nt G Z+, n, > 0, and MtiC such that p(A/£) > 0 and

Tje < |X - nt8(z)\ <eforz E Mt.
(1.9) If for every y > 0 the inverse-image 8 '{(O.y)} (resp., 8 '{(—y,0)}) has

positive measure, then S contains every positive (resp., every negative) real number.

We shall require some further notation. For/ G Lp(dji) and n G Z, let

Clearly, Hapljp < ||/||p, where the p-norms are taken, respectively, in

Lp(d9/2ir) and //'(dp). The closed linear span in If (dp) of the functions

zmwn, m, n E Z, n > 1, will be denoted by W7''. It is known [9, Lemma 5] that

Hp(C2) = Zp e W. It is easy to see that the projection on Zp along W is

given by /(-» a}0). Notice that if / G HP(C2), then for almost all z G C,

aj~n)(z) = 0 for «=1,2,.... Thus for almost all z G C,/(z, ■)
G Hp(dxb/2v).

Returning now to the group {S,}, we set F„ x = {z G C: «5(z) = A} for

X E R, X ¥= 0, and « = 1, 2,-Then {F„ A}/I=1 is a sequence of disjoint
measurable sets.

(1.10) Theorem. Let & be the infinitesimal generator of the group {St} acting

in Hp(C2), l<p<oo,by

(S,f)(z,w)=f(z,eiS^w).

Then for X G R, X * 0, we have:

(i) The closure of the range of (& - iX) is the set [g E HP(C2): for

n = 1, 2, ..., a^(z) = Ofor almost all z E En>x}.

(ii) The null-space of (& - iX) is the set {/ G Wp: for n = 1,2,..., af\z)
= Ofor almost allz in C\En x}.

(iii) The space HP(C2) is the direct sum of the closure of the range of(& - iX)

and the null space of (& — iX).

Proof. Let T be the set of all g E HP(C2) such that for n - 1,2,..., a^

vanishes almost everywhere in EnX. The fact that Y is closed follows from the

observation that for each «, g h* Xe ag"^ (where x denotes characteristic

function) defines a bounded operator from HP(C2) into Lp(d9/2tr). Now

suppose (& - iX)f = g. From (1.4)(ii) it follows that if S(z) ¥= 0,
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S(z)d^-iXFz(ei^)=g(z,ei%

for almost all \p. Taking Fourier coefficients we get

i(n8(z) - X)aj%) - af(z).

It is now clear that T contains the range of (& — iX), and hence its closure.

To prove the reverse inclusion, we first observe that if « is any positive

integer and h E Lp(d9/2tr) vanishes almost everywhere on £„ A, then h(z)w" is

in the closure of the range of (â — iX). In fact, for each positive integer k, let

Xk be the characteristic function of the set {z E C: |«5(z) - X| > \/k). Now

define

¿M - [d§Fx)>(2>
It is easy to check that (&-iX)fk = Xk(z)h(z)w". It follows from the

dominated convergence theorem that A(z)w" is in the closure of the range of

(& - iX).
Let now g E T. It is clear from the preceding observation that for each

n = 1,2.a£'(z)w" is in the closure of the range of (â — iX). Also, it is

obvious from (1.4) that &a^ = 0 and a*p is in the range of (&- iX). Let

gn(z, w) be the nth Cesàro mean of the series 2*°=o "g (z)wk. By the foregoing,

gn belongs to the closure of the range of (<£ - iX). From standard facts about

the convergence of Cesàro means [gn] converges to g in HP(C2), and the

proof of (1.10)(i) is complete.

Now we turn to the proof of (1.10)(ii). For any/ E HP(C2), consider the

series

(1.11) i xEn<x(z)af"Hz)w".
n=l

Since the En A's are disjoint, for each z this series has at most one term not

identically zero in w. We have

(1.12) J,X£>)«f(zK|<[¿/02'|/(z,e'*)r^]
Up

Let A(z,>v) denote the pointwise sum of the series in (1.11). It is clear from

(1.12) that this series converges to A in LP(C2), and therefore A E Wp, with

ll*l|p < Il/Il,- Let us define Q: HP(C2) - HP(C2) by setting Qf = h. From
the foregoing Q is a well-defined idempotent linear map with ||Q|| < 1.

It is easy to see that the null space of Q consists of all/ E HP(C2) such that
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for n = 1, 2, ..., af'(z) = 0 for almost all z in EnX. Thus by (1.10)(i) we

have

(1.13) The null space of Q is the closure of the range of (â — iX).

Next we note that if / G HP(C2), then for almost all z, a<$(z)

= XsJ&fib) for n > 1, a<g)(z) = 0, and ag(z) = af\z) = 0 for n < 0.
From this we see that the range of Q consists of all / G WP such that for

n = 1, 2, ..., ßy (z) = 0 for almost all z in C\En^. From the definition of

Q and Theorem (1.4) we find that the range of Q is contained in the null space

of (& — iX). Conversely, suppose &f = iXf It is easy to see from Theorem (1.4)

that the range of £is contained in Wp, and so/ G WP. It follows readily from

Theorem (1.4) that for almost all z, (nS(z) — X)a,"'(z) = 0 for every integer n.

Thus/is in the range of Q, as characterized above. In summary we have:

(1.14) The null space of (& — iX) is the range of Q, and the range of Q

consists of all/ G Wp such that for « = 1,2,..., aj"\z) = 0 for almost all z

in C\EnX.

Thus (1.10)(ii) is established, and, in view of (1.13), so is (1.10)(iii).

Now we take up the companion theorem (for the case X = 0) to Theorem

(1.10).

(1.15) Theorem. Let N(8) = {z G C: 8(z) = 0} and let K(z,w) = Xa/(s)W-

Then with the same notation as in (1.10), we have:

(i) The closure of the range of & is (I - K)WP.

(ii) The null-space of âis Zp + KWP.

(iii) The space HP(C2) is the direct sum of the closure of the range of & and

the null-space of (L

Proof. Let g be in the range of 6L Then by Theorem (1.4), (\ - K)g = g

and as noted earlier g G Wp. Obviously, (1 — K)W is closed and so by the

foregoing contains the closure of the range of S, To see the reverse inclusion,

for A: = 1, 2, ..., let x* De the characteristic function of the set {z G C:

\8(z)\ > A:-1}. Let m, n be integers with n > 0 and define

*/»* - [&">■

In a fashion similar to the proof of (1.10)(i) it follows that (1 - K)zmw" is in

the closure of the range of &, and this completes the proof of (1.15)(i).

We now prove the less obvious inclusion in (1.15)(ii). Suppose Sf = 0. Write

/ = u + v, u E Zp, v E Wp. By Theorem (1.4), au = 0, and hence for

almost all z G C if 8(z) # 0, v(z,w) has the same value for almost all w. This

constant value must be af'(z) = 0 since v E Wp. Hence v = Kv and

/ G Zp + KWp.
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Definition. For X E R, we denote by Qx the projection of HP(C2) on the

null space of (& — iX) along the closure of the range of (& — iX).

The stage is now set for considering the fine structure of the spectrum of &.

(1.16) Theorem. The point spectrum of(-i&) is

{0} u(à6 R yo}: p( U^x) > OJ.

Proof. Suppose À E R, X # 0, and for some positive integer / we have

¡i(EjX) > 0. Then by (1.10)(ii), the function Xe (z)wJ is ifl tne null-space of

(& - iX).
Remark. Theorem (1.16) shows that the point spectrum of (—id) is a

countable union of arithmetic progressions. Specifically, the point spectrum of

(-/(£) is the union of (0} and

D{aZ+:a E R,p(r'(«)) > 0}.

The set S discussed in (1.6)—(1.9) now enters the stage.

(1.17) Theorem. Let X E R. The range of(& - iX) is closed if and only ifX is

not an accumulation point of S. In this case, there is a bounded linear operator

Jx: HP(C2) -* HP(C2) such that JX(HP(C2)) £ <î(ÉE) and (â-iX)Jxf = f

-QJforallfEH"(C2).

Proof. We first prove the existence of /A for X E R, X # 0, where X is not

an accumulation point of &. Let B\+' (resp., B\~') be the set of all z E C\N(8)

such that sgnô(z) = sgnX (resp., sgn5(z) = -sgnX), where "sgn" stands for

"sign of". For « = 1, 2, ..., define G„ on C by Gn(z) = 0 if z E En A

U N(8), and Gn(z) = [sgnô(z)](«Ô(z) - X)"1 if z E £„>x U N(8). Also, let

G0(z)-[sgnÔ(z)]/Xforz E C\N(8), and G0(z) = Oforz £ N(8). Since X

is not an accumulation point of S, it follows from (1.8) and (1.9), respectively,

that there are eA > 0 and yA > 0 such that

(1.18) IICJLW   for« = 1,2,...,

and

(1.19) \8(z)\ > yx   for almost all z E b[+).

For z E B\' (resp., B\+') the sequence (resp., a tail of the sequence)

{G„(z)}^=0 is convex. Thus by [5, Theorem (4.5)] for each z E C\N(8) the

series

(1.20) G0(z) + 2 2  Gn(z)Re(w")
n=\
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converges for all w E C\{1}. Since the series in (1.20) converges trivially to 0

for z G N(8), we define a function L(z,w) on Cx(C\{l}) by (1.20). For

z G B\' we also have from [5, Theorem (4.5)] that

L(z,w) > 0   and   Í»"1 f2* LUz^y^d) = Gn(z)
(1.21) J°

for n = 0, 1, 2.

Let nx be the largest integer less than or equal to |X|yx '. It follows from (1.19)

that for almost all z G Bx+)\G(z)\ < (nyx - \X\)~X for« > nx. Thus by (1.18)
we have for almost all z G B)*',

S |G„(z)|2<*AÊA-2+   2   («yA-|X|r2.
n=l n=nA+l

For such z in B\+' we see from (1.20) that

(2ir)_1 jf W?*¿*fd* - l^oWl2 + 2 2 l<7„«|2
(1.22)

<ixr2 + 2«Aex-2 + 2 2 («yA-ixir2.
«=/ix+l

It is obvious from (1.21) that for z G b[~\ (»'' /q2" |L(z,e','')|<ty = |X|-1.

Let us denote the square root of the majorant in (1.22) by A/x. Then it is

immediate from the foregoing that:

(1.23) For almost all z G C, (2<ir)~x f¿" |L(z,<?'*)|íty < A/x. Now define a

function £A(-, •) by setting kx(z,w) = -i[sgn8(z)]L(z,w) if z G C\N(8),

kx(z,w) = 0 if z G N(8). For each/ G HP(C2) we see from (1.23) that the

integral /02" kx(z,we~m)f(z,e'u)du exists for almost all (z,w) E C2 and de-

fines a p-integrable function of (z, w). We set

(VX*.*) = (2*)"1 C h(z,we-iu)f(z,eiu)du
(1.24) ^

+/A-1XiV(a)W/(r,w),   for/G//>(C2).

We first observe from (1.23) and (1.24) that for almost all z G C\N(8):

(1.25) JT* \(Jxf)(z,e^)\pd^ < A///* |/(z,e'*)|'</*.

Since A/x > |X|-1, it is clear that (1.25) holds for z G N(8). It follows that JA

is a well-defined linear transformation from HP(C2) into LffJEt) with \\JX\\

< A/x. If we denote Jxf by g, then it is immediate from (1.24) that for almost

all z G C, af(z) = 0 for n < 0, flj°>(z) - /X_1a}0)(z). This shows that g

G HP(C2). Moreover, for almost all z G C\N(S)
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(1.26) af(z) = aW(z)af"\z)   for « = 0, ±1, ±2.

Let z0 be an arbitrary point in C\N(8) such that (1.26) holds. Since the £„ A's

are disjoint, it is clear that for all sufficiently large « (say « > «0 > 0), z0 g

£B) A, and so for n > «0 (1.26) becomes

(1.27) a^(z0) = -i(n8(z0) - Xylaf(z0).

Consider now the function A(w) (defined for \w\ < 1) by S^l^a^oV-

This function is in Hp of the disc, and we now show that dh/dw is also in Hp

of the disc. Clearly by (1.27)

h'(w) = -i  S  «(«5(z0) - X)-Xaf\zQ)wn-x.
«=»o

So

(1.28) ¡8(z0)h'(w) =   5  4"\z0)w"-x + X  2  (n8(z0)-X)-laf(zQ)wn-x.
n—nQ n—nQ

The first series on the right of (1.28) is obviously in Hp. It follows from

Hardy's inequality [5, p. 48] that 2"=„0 |«5(z0) - Xf^a^^o)! < °°- So the
second series on the right of (1.28) is in //°°. By [5, Theorem (3.11)], it now

follows that g(z0,e'*) is equal for almost all $ to an absolutely continuous

function of ty. From this it is readily verified (by taking Fourier coefficients

with respect to ^ for each fixed z in a set of full measure) that by virtue of

Theorem (1.4) g E <%(&) and (& - iX)g = /- ßx/in HP(C2).

Now we prove the existence of J0 with the stated properties under the

assumption that 0 is not an accumulation point of S. For arbitrary / in

HP(C2), write / = a}0) + v, where v E Wp. Define V on C2 by V(z,e^)

= ¿* v(z,eiu)du. It is easy to see that V E Lp(p.), and ||F||p < 277HHI,

< 47711/11,, and also that (V(z,w) - a^(z)) is in Wp. Define J¿ on C2 as

follows: (J0f)(z,w) = 0 if z E N(8), and

(J0f)(z,w) = [8(z)]-X(V(z,w) - 4°>(z))   if z E C\N(8).

Since 0 is not an accumulation point of S, we get from (1.9) that there is tj > 0

such that \8(z)\ > 17 for almost all z in C\N(8). It follows that J0f E Wp, and

\UofWp < (8V*l) 11/11,- It is straightforward to verify that &(JQf) =/- Q0f.
We remark in passing that the foregoing shows that \\JX || has a majorant which

depends only on X (and 5), but not on p.

Now we show that if X E R is not an accumulation point of S, then (& - iX)

has closed range. In fact, suppose that {gn}™=x is a sequence from the range
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of (& - iX), and \\gn - g\\p -» 0. Then (6E - iX)Jxgn = gn. Since Jxg„ -> Jxg,

and (& — iX) is a closed operator, (& — iX)Jxg = g.

Now suppose X G R is an accumulation point of &. If X ¥= 0 (resp., if

X = 0) then by (1.8) we have for each e such that 0 < e < |X| (resp., 0 < e)

that there are ne G Z+, tje > 0, and a set Yc ç C such that p(^) > 0 and

r/£ < |X - «e5(z)| < c for z G y¡. Clearly ne > 0. Define/ in W" by fe(z,w)

= Xy(z)w"'- It is easy t0 see mat (<2 _ iX)fe = i(«£S(z) - X)fe and so

||(S - fXUIjp < £||/£|^. Let g£ = fj\\fe\\p, whence

(1.29) ||(Ä- iX)^e|jp < e.

Let £ be the operator from the graph of (éE - iX) onto the range of (& - iX)

defined by £(/,(# - iX)f) = (& - iX)f. If the range of (â - iX) were closed,

then by the open mapping theorem we would have that the £-image of the

closed ball iß in the graph of ((£ - iX) centered at 0 and of radius

[2(1 + ||ßx ||)]_1 would contain a closed ball around 0 in the range of (& - iX).

By Theorem (1.10)0) and Theorem (1.15X0, ge is in the ran§e of (& ~ »A)- With

the aid of (1.29) we get that for sufficiently small e, there is G£ G <%(&) such

that \\Ge\\p < [2(1 + llôjl)]-1 and G£ - g£ is in the null-space of (&-iX).

Since g£ is in the range of (6? - iX), Ge - QxGe = g£. This gives the absurd

conclusion 1 = \\ge\\p < (1 + ||ÔX||)||G£||/, < 1/2.
We now establish Theorem (1.5) by showing that A(6B) = /£.

Proof of Theorem (1.5). By Theorem (1.15)(ii) (resp., (1.6)), 0 e A(«)

(resp., 0 G S). Let X G R, X # 0. If X G S, then X is an accumulation point

of $, or else by (1.6) and (1.8) p(F„x) > 0 for some positive integer n. In the

first instance the range of (8. - iX) is not closed by Theorem (1.17), while in

the second instance (&-iX) is not one-to-one by Theorem (1.16). So

/S £ A(&). Conversely, if iX E A(&), then the range of (& - iX) is not closed,

or else by Theorem (1.10)(iii) (6? - iX) is not one-to-one. In either event X G S.

This completes the proof.

Remarks. Let X G R. (i) If X G S, then the operator Jx of Theorem (1.17)

is (& - iX)~ , the resolvent operator of & at iX. (ii) If X is not an accumulation

point of S, then it is easy to see with the aid of Theorem (1.10)(ii), Theorem

(1.15)(ii), and the definition of Jx in the proof of Theorem (1.17) that the null

space of (($ - iX) coincides with the null space of /x. Hence Jx = JX(I — Qx).

In particular, the range of Jx is the range of its restriction to the range of

(& — iX). Thus if X is not an accumulation point of S and (& - iX) is not one-

to-one, then the range of Jx is not <%(&). For example, if 8 = Xy> where

0 < p(Y) < 1, then S = Z+, and (&- i) is not one-to-one.

We close this section with a discussion of the problem of extending

{St}, t G R, to a semigroup of contraction operators indexed by the upper

half-plane in C. Specifically, let % = (f G C: Im£ > 0). By the term "con-
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traction operator" we shall mean an operator of norm at most one which maps

Hp(C2) into itself. Suppose the mapping (GRbS, can be extended to a

mapping £ E % h* St so that {St}, ? E %, is a semigroup of contraction

operators which is continuous on % in the strong operator topology and

holomorphic on the interior of X Let § be the infinitesimal generator of

[Siy},y > 0. By [7, Theorem 17.9.2], § = iâ. By [4, VIII. 1.11], Re[A(§)] < 0.
So Im[A(<£)] > 0, and, by Theorem (1.5), S > 0. It follows that 8(z) > 0 for

almost all z in C. The next result shows that conversely if 8 > 0 a.e., then

{S,}, t E R, can be extended to a semigroup {S^}, ? E %, as above. Without

loss of generality we take 8 > 0 everywhere on C.

(1.30) Theorem. Suppose 8(z) > 0 /or a// z E C. Then the one-parameter

group [St] in Theorem (1.10) has a unique extension to a semigroup [Sç], f E %,

of bounded operators on HP(C ) such that {Sç} is continuous on % in the strong

operator topology and holomorphic on the interior of 3C The unique semigroup

{S¡}, f E %, consists of contraction operators.

Proof. Uniqueness is immediate from the Schwarz reflection principle.

Suppose lmf>0 and f E Hp(C2). For almost all z E C,/(z, •)

E Hp(di¡//2ii). For such z, letf(z,w) denote (for |w| < 1) the Poisson integral

of f(z, ■). We define hf almost everywhere on C as follows: A^(z,w)

= f(z,eiS{z)iw) if 8(z) > 0, and Af(z,w) = f(z,w) if 8(z) = 0. It is easy to see

that ht E HP(C2), and UA^ < ||/||p. Let S{f = hf. Then S{ is a contraction

operator. For f E %, it is easy to see that if / E HP(C2), then for almost all

z E C, (Sçf ) (z, w) has (as a function of w) the sequence of Fourier coefficients

[einS{z)!!a}n}(z)}. It follows readily that S¡+1) = S^ for ?, r, E %. To complete

the proof it suffices to show that if/0 E HP(C ),q is the index conjugate to

p, and g E L?(/i), then, as a function of f,

Ftf ) » fcl g(z, w)[(Vo)(2' "O]d~Âz, w)

is continuous on % and analytic on the interior of X Since S^u = u for

u E Zp, f E %, we can assume without loss of generality that/0 E Wp. So

there is a sequence {i/A} from the linear span of the functions zmw" (m,n

E Z,« > 0) such that vk ->/0 in Lp(ji). Since ||5f || < 1 for £ E 9C, the

functions (of f)

¿, g(z>w) Pt «k ) (¿. *)] ¿A(2' w)

tend to F uniformly on % as k -> oo. Accordingly we can further assume

without loss of generality that f0(z,w) = zmwn for some m E Z, n E Z, n

> 0. Hence (Si/0)(z,w) = einS{z)szmwn for £ E X The continuity of Fon %

now follows from the dominated convergence theorem.
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Let f0 be an interior point of %, y0 = Im f0. Let {fÄ} be a sequence of points

distinct from f0 such that \Çk - f0| < y0/2 for all k and Çk -* f0. For all £

TO - ^Gb)K& - ¿b)"1

= /c2 g(z, w)zmw"(einSW> - ****)& - fo)"1 4ffc, vv).

But for each fc and all z E C

|«MW& _ einS^\/\$k - 5,1 < «SizK"5^2.

Since the majorant in this last inequality is a bounded function of z, it follows

from (1.31) by dominated convergence that

F'Gb) = infc28(z)einS^zmwng(z,w)djx(z,w).

2. Spectral analysis when [Tt\Zp] has an unbounded generator. For 1 < p

< oo, let Û be the set of all strongly continuous one-parameter groups {7^} of

isometries of HP(C2) such that [Tl\Zp) is not continuous in the uniform

operator topology (if p = 2, we further require that each Tt have the form

(1.1)). It is known [3, Theorem (2.22) and (2.24)] that a group {7;} E üp, 1 < p

< oo, can be written in the form (0.2). The unique group of Möbius

transformations of the disc {</>,} occurring in (0.2) is called the conformai group

of (Tt). As described in the Introduction, the conformai group of {Tt} is

assigned a type number depending on the nature of its set of common fixed

points in the extended plane. (7^} is said to be of type (i), (ii), or (iii) according

as its conformai group is.

(2.1) Theorem. Let {T,} E Qp, 1 < p < oo. If{T,} is of type (ii) or (iii), then

the spectrum of its infinitesimal generator is /R.

Proof. In the case at hand, {T,} can be expressed in the form (0.2) with the

real constant 5 equal to zero [3, Theorem (2.24)]. There is clearly no loss of

generality if we establish the desired conclusion under the additional hypoth-

esis that the real constant p in (0.2) is zero. Let U be the isometry of HP(C2)

onto itself defined by (Uf)(z,w) = f(z,u(z)w), where u is the unimodular

measurable function on C in (0.2). Since it suffices to establish the desired

conclusion for the group {UTtU~x}, we assume further without loss of

generality that the function u in (0.2) is identically one.

If {7^} is of type (ii) (resp., type (iii)), we represent its conformai group {<i>,}

in the form [1, (1.8)] (resp., [1, (1.9)]). This representation furnishes a certain

nonzero real constant c, and a unimodular common fixed point a of the group
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{<}>,}. Let X be any real number. For each tj > —p~x (resp., for each tj G C

with Re(rj) > -p~x) define f on C\{a) by setting

/„(z) = (z - a)"exp(Xa/e(z - a))   (resp.,/„tt = (z - a)").

Define F(z,w) = /7)(z)w for z G C\{a}, w E C. It is straightforward to verify

that F £ If, Denote the infinitesimal generator of [Tt] by 6L By virtue of the

description of & in [3, (3.16) and Theorem (3.17)], the proof of [1, Theorem

(3.1)] applies with obvious minor modifications . to show that

ll(«_+ /X^II/llF^ (resp., \\(& - iX) Fjp/\\Fv\\p) lends to zero as t, approaches

—p x from the right (resp., as tj approaches (-p ' + iXc ' )).

Remark. In the type (ii) part of the proof of Theorem (2.1) above, the

function fv E Lp(p) (and hence F^ E W1), butfv need not be in Hp(d9/2ir).

This state of affairs accounts for the fact that the infinitesimal generator of a

type (ii) group on Hp(d9/2-n) has for its spectrum a proper subset of /R [1,

Theorem (3.1)(ii)] in contrast to the outcome of Theorem (2.1) for the torus.

Now let {7^} G fl be of type (i) with the representation (0.2). Let c be the

angular velocity of {<£>,} (see [2, p. 337]; in particular e G R, e # 0). As shown

in [3, (2.26) and Theorem (3.1)] the cohomology class of the cocycle of {Tt} can

be identified with the element 8 + eZ of the group R/cZ. The order of this

cohomology class will be called the cohomological order of {Tt}. Thus the

cohomological order of {7^} is finite (resp., infinite) if and only if 8/c is rational

(resp., irrational).

(2.2) Theorem. Let {Tt} G üp (1 < p < oo) ¿>e of type (i), with infinitesimal

generator A. Let (Tt) have the form (0.2), and let c be the angular velocity of its

conformai group. If the cohomological order of [T] is a positive integer k, then A

has pure point spectrum, and A(A) = i(p + cp~ + ck~xZ). If the cohomologi-

cal order of{l¡} is infinite, then A(A) = /'R.

Proof. For / G If (p.), let [}mn) be the double sequence of Fourier

coefficients of /. Let 50 be the unique element of 8 + cZ such that 0 < 80

< |c|. By [3, Theorem (4.4)] A is similar under an isometry to 6? + i(p + cp~x ),

where &, the infinitesimal generator of the group {S,} given by

(Stf)(z,w) - f(eic<z,eiS«'w),   for/ G HP(C2),

has the following description: &f = g means [gmM) = {/(we + nSQ)Jmn). In

particular, for each (m,n) E P (recall the definition of P in the Introduction),

zmw" is an eigenvector of & with associated eigenvalue i(mc + n80).

If the cohomological order of {Tt} is a positive integer k, then 50|c|—!

= jk~x, where/ is a positive integer relatively prime to k. Because/ and k are

relatively prime, any integer n can be written in the form n = nxj + n2 k,
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where«, > 0. It follows that{mc + «50: (m,n) E P) = {mc + n80: m E Z,n

E Z}. Also, since/ and k are relatively prime, we have {mc + n80: m E Z,n

E Z) = ck~xZ. If X £ R\(c/c_1Z), let X, = Xc~x, 8X = 80c~x, and define a

Borel measure ß on C as follows: for each continuous complex-valued

function/on C2

ß(f) = -c-y2^1 - 1)_1 [2"kf(ei9,eiS>9)eiX>9d9.
JO

Denoting the double sequence of Fourier coefficients of the measure ß by

{ßmn} we have for all m £ Z, n E Z,

(2.3) /3m„ = i(X - mc - «50)_1.

For g E HP(C2), let £ be the convolution on C2, g * /?. Then for m E Z, n

E Z, 4_„ = i(X -mc- «60)"'gmi„. Clearly, £ E H"(C2) and (fi - iX)F
= g. It is obvious from double Fourier coefficients that (& — iX) is one-to-one,

and thus we have established that éEhas pure point spectrum equal to ick~xZ.

If the cohomological order of {7^} is infinite, then 80c~x is irrational, and

therefore [i(mc + n80): (m,n) E P) is dense in /R. So A(&) = /'R.

Remark. By direct calculation using (2.3), it is easy to see that for each

s E Z the Fourier coefficient of ß corresponding to the integer pair

((—sgn c)sf, sk) is i/X. So by Riemann-Lebesgue ß is not absolutely continuous

with respect to p.
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